
Sample Match-Making System for Organizing Boxing Day

1 - At Check-in, boxers present their USAB member ID # and weigh in
2 - Once a boxer is verified, their information is recorded in an event database
3 - An index card (Boxer Event Check-in Card) is created for the boxer, with 

name, age, weight, experience, max. length of round, club, and coach name.
The card is given to the boxer or coach.

4 - When coaches make a match, they pin (or tape) their boxer’s card on the board (or wall) 
of the ring in which they wish to spar, in the order in which they wish to spar (the cards will 
go next to the corresponding Sparring Match-up Card).   This system allows the boxers to 
keep up with the progress of the sparring.

5 - When the boxers enter the ring, the ring manager removes the relevant cards from the 
board.
6 - When a boxer finishes sparring, the ring manager can mark each boxer’s Index Card to 
indicate the number of rounds they sparred.  The Boxer’s Index Card is then returned to the 
boxer or coach, or placed in a “pool” of eligible boxers.  (In case of suspected injury, the card is 
given to the Supervising Doctor.)
7 - With the cards back in their possession, the boxer and coach are able to make another 
sparring matchup. 

Example of hand-written Check-in Index Card.
Boxer Name, USAB member number, age, weight, 
number of bouts experience, and the maximum length 
of rounds, gym name, and coach name.

Muhammad Ali 
USAB #101763

14, 121, 3      —- 1.5

Columbia Gym  
Joe Martin

Sparring Match-up Card can be used as a placeholder for the 
sparring match. The boxer’s names, member #s, and bout 
information can then written by the ring manager, as a report of 
the match-up.

Photo shows cards being pinned on a bulletin board mounted to 
the ring. In this LBC, the cards were color-coded for coaches — 
green card was for boxers with no experience, blue for boxers with 
1-9 bouts experience, white for open boxers, and yellow for 
master’s boxers. The pink cards were the sparring match numbers.


